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TRANSLATOR'S NOTE.

The article on "State and Religion" was written at the request of King Ludwig II. of Bavaria, in the same year in
which Richard Wdgner was summoned to his intimate companionship. It does not appear to have been printed, at
least for public circulation, until nine years later (1873), when it was includaeda in Vol. viii. of the Gesammelte
Schriften. Undoubtedly to its intimate character we owe those deeper glimpses into Wagner's inmost thought,
such as we meet so often in his private correspondence.

A HIGHLY−PRIZED young friend desires me to tell him whether, and if so in what way, my views on State and
Religion have changed since the composition of my art−writings in the years 1849 to 1851.

As a few years ago, at the instigation of a friend in France, I was persuaded to re−survey my views on Music and
Poetry, and assemble them in one concise synopsis (namely the preface to a French prose−translation of some of
my opera−poems (1) ), so it might not be unwelcome to me to clear and summarise my thoughts upon that other
side as well, were it not that precisely here, where everyone considers he has a right to his opinion, a definite
utterance becomes more and more difficult the older and more experienced one grows. For here is shewn again
what Schiller says: "ernst ist das Leben, heiter ist die Kunst" ("Life is earnest, Art is gay"). Perhaps, however, it
may. be said of me that, having taken Art in such special earnest, I ought to be able to find without much
difficulty the proper mood for judging Life. In truth I believe the best way to inform my young friend about
myself, will be to draw his foremost notice to the earnestness of my artistic aims; for it was just this earnestness,
that once constrained me to enter realms apparently so distant as State and Religion. What there I sought, was
really never aught beyond my art—that art which I took so earnestly, that I asked for it a basis and a sanction in
Life, in State, and lastly in Religion. That these I could not find in modern life, impelled me to search out the
cause in my own fashion; I had to try to make plain to myself the tendence of the State, in order to account for the
disdain with which I found my earnest art−ideal regarded everywhere in public life.

But it certainly was characteristic of my inquiry, that it never led me down to the arena of politics proper; that is
to say, the politics of the day remained as entirely untouched by me, as, despite the commotion of those times,
they never truly touched myself. (2) That this or that form of Government, the jurisdiction of this or that party,
this or that alteration in the mechanism of our State affairs, could furnish my art−ideal with any veritable
furtherance, I never fancied; therefore whoever has really read my art−writings, must rightly have accounted me
unpractical; but whoever has assigned me the rôle of a political revolutionary, with actual enrolment in the lists of
such, manifestly knew nothing at all about me, and judged me by an outer semblance of events which haply might
mislead a police−officer, but not a statesman. Yet this misconstruction of the character of my aims is entangled
also with my own mistake: through taking Art in such uncommon earnest, I took Life itself too lightly; and just as
this avenged itself upon my personal fortunes, so my views thereon were soon to be given another tinge. To put
the matter plainly, I had arrived at a reversal of Schiller's saying, and desired to see my earnest art embedded in a
gladsome life; for which Greek life, as we regard it, had thus to serve me as a model.

From all my imaginary provisions for the entry of the Artwork into Public Life, it is evident that I pictured them
as a summons to self−collection (Sammelung) from amid the distractions of a life which was to be conceived, at
bottom, merely as a gladsome occupation (heitere Beschäftigung), and not as a fatiguing toil. Hence the political
movements of that time did not attract my serious attention until they touched the purely social sphere, and thus
appeared to offer prospects of the realisation of my ideal premises—prospects which, I admit, for some time
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occupied my earnest thought. The line my fancy followed was an organisation of public life in common, as also of
domestic life, such as must lead of itself to a beauteous fashioning of the human race. The calculations of the
newer Socialists therefore lost my sympathy from the moment they seemed to end in systems that took at first the
repellent aspect of an organisation of Society for no other purpose but an equally−allotted toil. (3) However, after
sharing the horror which this aspect kindled in aesthetically−cultured minds, (4) a deeper glance into the proposed
condition of society made me believe I detected something very different from what had hovered before the fancy
of those calcu lating Socialists themselves. I found to wit that, when equally divided among all, actual labour,
with its crip pling burthen and fatigue, would be downright done away with, leaving nothing in its stead but an
occupation, which necessarily must assume an artistic character of itself. A clue to the character of this
occupation, as substitute for actual labour, was offered me by Husbandry, among other things; this, when plied by
every member of the commonalty [or "parish"—Gemeinde], I conceived as partly developed into more productive
tillage of the Garden, partly into joint observances for times and seasons of the day and year, which, looked at
closer, would take the character of strengthening exercises, (5) ay, of recreations and festivities. Whilst trying to
work out all the bearings of this transformation of one−sided labour, with its castes in town and country, into a
more universal occupation lying at the door of every man, (6) I became conscious on the other hand that I was
meditating nothing so intensely new, but merely pursuing problems akin to those which so dearly had busied our
greatest poets themselves, as we may see in "Wilhelm Meister's Wanderjahre." I, too, was therefore picturing to
myself a world that I deemed possible, but the purer I imagined it, the more it parted company with the reality of
the political tendencies−of−the−day around me; so that I could say to myself, my world will never make its entry
until the very moment when the present world has ceased—in other words, where Socialists and Politicians came
to end, should we commence. (7) I will not deny that this view became with me a positive mood (Stimmung): the
political relations of the beginning of the bygone 'fifties kept everyone in a state of nervous tension, sufficient to
awake in me a certain pleasurable feeling which might rightly seem suspicious to the practical politician.

Now, on thinking back, I believe I may acquit myself of having been sobered from the aforesaid mood—not
unlike a spiritual intoxication—first and merely through the turn soon taken by European politics. It is an attribute
of the poet, to be riper in his inner intuition (Anschauung) of the essence of the world than in his conscious
abstract knowledge: precisely at that time I had already sketched, and finally completed, the poem of my "Ring
des Nibelungen." With this conception I had unconsciously admitted to myself the truth about things human. Here
everything is tragic through and through, and the Will, that fain would shape a world according to its wish, at last
can reach no greater satisfaction than the breaking of itself in dignified annulment (8) It was the time when I
returned entirely and exclusively to my artistic plans, and thus, acknowledging Life's earnestness with all my
heart, withdrew to where alone can "gladsomeness" abide.—

My youthful friend will surely not expect me to give a categorical account of my later views on Politics and State:
under any circumstances they could have no practical importance, and in truth would simply amount to an
expression of my horror of concerning myself professionally with matters of the sort. No; he can merely be
wishful to learn how things so remote from its ordinary field of action may shape themselves in the brain of a man
like myself, cut out for nothing but an artist, after all that he has gone through and felt. But lest I might appear to
have meant the above as a disparagement, I must promptly add that whatever I might have to put forward would
strictly and solely be a witness to my having arrived at a full valuation of the great, nay, terrible earnest of the
matter. The artist, too, may say of himself: "My kingdom is not of this world;" and, perhaps more than any artist
now living, I may say this of myself, for very reason of the earnestness wherewith I view my art. Amid that's the
hardship of it; for with this beyond−the−worldly realm of ours we stand amid a world itself so serious and so
careworn, that it deems a fleeting dissipation its only fitting refuge, whereas the need for earnest elevation
(Erhebung) has quite become a stranger to it.—

Life is earnest, and—has always been.

Whoever would wholly clear his mind on this, let him but consider how in every age, and under ever
freshly−shaped, but ever self−repeating forms, this life and world have spurred great hearts and spacious minds to
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seek for possibility of its bettering; and how 'twas always just the noblest, the men who cared alone for others'
weal and offered willingly their own in pledge, that stayed without the slightest influence on the lasting shape of
things. The small success of all such high endeavours would shew him plainly that these world−improvers were
victims to a fundamental error, and demanded from the world itself a thing it cannot give. Should it even seem
possible that much might be ordered more efficiently in man's affairs, yet the said experiences will teach us that
the means and ways of reaching this are never rightly predetermined by the single thinker; never, at least, in a
manner enabling him to bring them with success before the knowledge of the mass of men. Upon a closer scrutiny
of this relation, we fall into astonishment at the quite incredible pettiness and weakness of the average human
intellect, and finally into shamefaced wonder that it should ever have astonished us; for any proper knowledge of
the world would have taught us from the outset that blindness is the world's true essence, and not Knowledge
prompts its movements, but merely a head−long impulse, a blind impetus of unique weight and violence, which
procures itself just so much light and knowledge as will suffice to still the pressing need experienced at the
moment. So we recognise that nothing really happens but what has issued from this not far−seeing Will, from this
Will that answers merely to the momentarily−experienced need; and thus we see that practical success,
throughout all time, has attended only those politicians who took account of nothing but the momentary need,
neglecting all remoter, general needs, all needs as yet unfelt to−day, and which therefore appeal so little to the
mass of mankind that it is impossible to count on its assistance in their ministration.

Moreover we find personal success and great, if not enduring influence on the outer fashioning of the world
allotted to the violent, the passionate individual, who, unchaining the elemental principles of human impulse
under favouring circumstances, points out to greed and self−indulgence the speedy pathways to their satisfaction.
To the fear of violence from this quarter, as also to a modicum of knowledge thus acquired of basic human nature,
we owe the State. In it the Need is expressed as the human Will's necessity of establishing some workable
agreement among the myriad blindly−grasping individuals into which it is divided. It is a contract whereby the
units seek to save themselves from mutual violence, through a little mutual practice of restraint. As in the
Nature−religions a portion of the fruits of the field or spoils of the chase was brought as offering to the Gods, to
make sure of a right to enjoy the remainder, so in the State the unit offered up just so much of his egoism as
appeared necessary to ensure for himself the contentment of its major bulk. (9) Here the tendence of the unit
naturally makes for obtaining the greatest possible security in barter for the smallest possible sacrifice: but to this
tendence, also, he can only give effect through equal−righted fellowships; and these diverse fellowships of
individuals equally−entitled in their groups make up the parties in the State, the larger owners striving for a state
of permanence, the less favoured for its alteration. But even the party of alteration desires nothing beyond the
bringing about a state of matters in which it, too, would wish no further change; and thus the State's main object is
upheld from first to last by those whose profit lies in permanence.

Stability is therefore the intrinsic tendence of the State. And rightly; for it constitutes withal the unconscious aim
in every higher human effort to get beyond the primal need: namely to reach a freer evolution of spiritual
attributes, which is always cramped so long as hindrances forestall the satisfaction of that first root−need.
Everyone thus strives by nature for stability, for maintenance of quiet: ensured can it only be, however, when the
maintenance of existing conditions is not the preponderant interest of one party only. Hence it is in the truest
interest of all parties, and thus of the State itself, that the interest in its abidingness should not be left to a single
party. There must consequently be given a possibility of constantly relieving the suffering interests of less
favoured parties: in this regard the more the nearest need is kept alone in eye, the more intelligible will be itself;
and the easier and more tranquillising will be its satisfaction. General laws in provision of this possibility, whilst
they allow of minor alterations, thus aim alike at maintenance of stability; and that law which, reckoned for the
possibility of constant remedy of pressing needs, contains withal the strongest warrant of stability, must therefore
be the most perfect law of State.

The embodied voucher for this fundamental law is the Monarch. In no State is there a weightier law than that
which centres its stability in the supreme hereditary power of one particular family, unconnected and
un−commingling with any other lineage in that State. Never yet has there been a Constitution in which, after the
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downfall of such families and abrogation of the Kingly power, some substitution or periphrasis has not
necessarily, and for the most part necessitously, reconstructed a power of similar kind. It therefore is established
as the most essential principle of the State; and as in it resides the warrant of stability, so in the person of the King
the State attains its true ideal.

For, as the King on one hand gives assurance of the State's solidity, on the other his loftiest interest soars high
beyond the State. Personally he has naught in common with the interests of parties, but his sole concern is that the
conflict of these interests should be adjusted, precisely for the safety of the whole. His sphere is therefore equity,
and where this is unattainable, the exercise of grace (Gnade). Thus, as against the party interests, he is the
representative of purely−human interests, and in the eyes of the party−seeking citizen he therefore occupies in
truth a position welinigh superhuman. To him is consequently accorded a reverence such as the highest citizen
would never dream of distantly demanding for himself; and here, at this summit of the State where we see its ideal
reached, we therefore meet that side of human apperception (Anschauungsweise) which, in distinction from the
faculty of recognising the nearest need, we will call the power of Wahn. (10) All those, to wit, whose simple
powers of cognisance do not extend beyond what bears upon their nearest need—and they form by far the largest
portion of mankind—would be unable to recognise the importance of a Royal Prerogative whose exercise has no
directly cognisable relation with their nearest need, to say nothing of the necessity of bestirring themselves for its
upholding, nay, even of bringing the King their highest offerings, the sacrifice of goods and life, if there
intervened no form of apperception entirely opposed to ordinary cognisance.

This form is Wahn.

Before we seek to gain intelligence of the nature of Wahn from its most wondrous phases, let us take for guide the
uncommonly suggestive light thrown by an exceptionally deep−thinking and keen−sighted philosopher of the
immediate past (11) upon the phenomena, so puzzling in themselves, of animal instinct.—The astounding
aimfulness (Zweckmässigkeit) in the procedures (Verrichtungen) of insects, among whom the bees and ants lie
handiest for general observation, is admittedly inexplicable on the grounds that account for the aimfulness of
kindred joint procedures in human life; that is to say, we cannot possibly suppose that these arrangements are
directed by an actual knowledge of their aimfulness indwelling in the individuals, nay, even of their aim. In
explanation of the extraordinary, ay, the self−sacrificing zeal, as also the ingenious manner, in which such
animals provide for their eggs, for instance, of whose aim and future mission they cannot possibly be conscious
from experience and observation, our philosopher infers the existence of a Wahn that feigns to the individual
insect's so scanty intellectual powers an end which it holds for the satisfaction of its private need, whereas that
end in truth has nothing to do with the individual, but with the species. The individual's egoism is here assumed,
and rightly, to be so invincible that arrangements beneficial merely to the species, to coming generations, and
hence the preservation of the species at cost of the transient individual, would never be consummated by that
individual with labour and self−sacrifice, were it not guided by the fancy (Wahn) that it is thereby serving an end
of its own; nay, this fancied end of its own must seem weightier to the individual, the satisfaction reapable from
its attainment more potent and complete, than the purely−individual aim of everyday, of satisfying hunger and so
forth, since, as we see, the latter is sacrificed with greatest keenness to the former. The author and incitor of this
Wahn our philosopher deems to be the spirit of the race itself; the almighty Will−of−life (Lebenswille)
supplanting the individual's limited perceptive−faculty, seeing that without its intervention the individual, in
narrow egoistic care for self; would gladly sacrifice the species on the altar of its personal continuance.

Should we succeed in bringing the nature of this Wahn to our inner consciousness by any means, we should
therewith win the key to that else so enigmatic relation of the individual to the species. Perhaps this may be made
easier to us on the path that leads us out above the State. Meanwhile, however, the application of the results of our
inquiry into animal instinct to the products of certain constant factors of the highest efficacy in the human
State—factors unbidden by any extraneous power, but arising ever of their own accord — will furnish us with an
immediate possibility of defining Wahn in terms of general experience.
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In political life this Wahn displays itself as patriotism. As such it prompts the citizen to offer up his private
welfare, for whose amplest possible ensurement he erst was solely concerned in all his personal and party efforts,
nay, to offer up his life itself; for ensuring the State's continuance. The Wahn that any violent transmutation of the
State must affect him altogether personally, must crush him to a degree which he believes he never could survive,
here governs him in such a manner that his exertions to turn aside the danger threatening the State, as 'twere a
danger to be suffered in his individual person, are quite as strenuous, and indeed more eager than in the actual
latter case; whereas the traitor, as also the churlish realist, finds it easy enough to prove that, even after entry of
the evil which the patriot fears, his personal prosperity can remain as flourishing as ever.

The positive renunciation of egoism accomplished in the patriotic action, however, is certainly so violent a strain,
that it cannot possibly hold out for long together; moreover the Wahn that prompts it is still so strongly tinctured
with a really egoistic notion, that the relapse into the sober, purely egoistic mood of everyday occurs in general
with marked rapidity, and this latter mood goes on to fill the actual breadth of life. Hence the Patriotic Wahn
requires a lasting symbol, whereto it may attach itself amid the dominant mood of everyday—thence, should
exigence again arise, to promptly gain once more its quickening force; something like the colours that led us
formerly to battle, and now wave peacefully above the city from the tower; a sheltering token of the
meeting−place for all, should danger newly enter. This symbol is the King; in him the burgher honours unawares
the visible representative, nay, the live embodiment of that same Wahn which, already bearing him beyond and
above his common notions of the nature of things, inspirits and ennobles him to the point of shewing himself a
patriot.

Now, what lies above and beyond Patriotism—that form of Wahn sufficient for the preservation of the State—will
not be cognisable to the state−burgher as such, but, strictly speaking, can bring itself to the knowledge of none
save the King or those who are able to make his personal interest their own. Only from the Kinghood's height can
be seen the rents in the garment wherewithal Wahn clothes itself to reach its nearest goal, the preservation of the
species, under the form of a State−fellowship. Though Patriotism may sharpen the burgher's eyes to interests of
State, yet it leaves him blind to the interest of mankind in general; nay, its most effectual force is spent in
passionately intensifying this blindness, which often finds a ray of daylight in the common intercourse of man and
man. The patriot subordinates himself to his State in order to raise it above all other States, and thus, as it were, to
find his personal sacrifice repaid with ample interest through the might and greatness of his fatherland. Injustice
and violence toward other States and peoples have therefore been the true dynamic law of Patriotism throughout
all time. Self−preservation is still the real prime motor here, since the quiet, and thus the power, of one's own
State appears securable in no other way than through the powerlessness of other States, according to Machiavelli's
telling maxim: "What you don't wish put on yourself; go put upon your neighbour!" But this fact that one's own
quiet can be ensured by nothing but violence and injustice to the world without, must naturally make one's quiet
seem always problematic in itself: thereby leaving a door forever open to violence and' injustice within one's own
State too. The measures and acts which shew us violently−disposed towards the outer world, can never stay
without a violent reaction on ourselves. When modern state−political optimists speak of a state of International
Law, (12) in which the [European] States stand nowadays toward one another, one need only point to the
necessity of maintaining and constantly increasing our enormous standing armies, to convince them, on the
contrary, of the actual lawlessness of that state (Rechtslosigkeit dieses Zustandes). Since it does not occur to me
to attempt to shew how matters could be otherwise, I merely record the fact that we are living in a perpetual state
of war, with intervals of armistice, and that the inner condition of the State itself is not so utterly unlike this state
of things as to pass muster for its diametric opposite. If the prime concern of all State systems is the ensurance of
stability, and if this ensurance hinges on the condition that no party shall feel an irresistible need of radical
change; if; to obviate such an event, it is indispensable that the moment's pressing need shall always be relieved in
due season ; and if the practical common−sense of the burgher may be held sufficient, nay alone competent, to
recognise this need: on the other hand we have seen that the highest associate tendence of the State could only be
kept in active vigour through a form of Wahn; and as we were obliged to recognise that this particular Wahn,
namely that of Patriotism, neither was truly pure, nor wholly answered to the objects of the human race as
such,—we now have to take this Wahn in eye, withal, under the guise of a constant menace to public peace and
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equity.

The very Wahn that prompts the egoistic burgher to the most self−sacrificing actions, can equally mislead him
into the most deplorable embroglios, into acts the most injurious to Quiet.

The reason lies in the scarcely exaggerable weakness of the average human intellect, as also in the infinitely
diverse shades and grades of perceptive−faculty in the units who, taken all together, create the so−called public
opinion. Genuine respect for this "public opinion" is founded on the sure and certain observation that no one is
more accurately aware of the community's true immediate life−needs, nor can better devise the means for their
satisfaction, than the community itself: it would be strange indeed, were man more faultily organised in this
respect than the dumb animal. Nevertheless we often are driven to the opposite view, if we remark how even for
this, for the correct perception of its nearest, commonest needs, the ordinary human understanding does not
suffice—not, at least, to the extent of jointly satisfying them in the spirit of true fellowship the presence of
beggars in our midst, and even at times of starving fellow−creatures, shews how weak the commonest human
sense must be at bottom. So here already we have evidence of the great difficulty it must cost to bring true reason
(wirkliche Vernunft) into the joint determinings of Man: though the cause may well reside in the boundless
egoism of each single unit, which, outstripping far his intellect, prescribes his portion of the joint resolve at the
very junctures where right knowledge can be attained through nothing but repression of egoism and sharpening of
the understanding, — yet precisely here we may plainly detect the influence of a baneful Wahn. This Wahn has
always found its only nurture in insatiable egoism; it is dangled before the latter from without, however, to wit by
ambitious individuals, just as egoistic, but gifted with a higher, though in itself by no means high degree of
intellect This intentional employment and conscious or unconscious perversion of the Wahn can avail itself of
none but the form alone accessible to the burgher, that of Patriotism, albeit in some disfigurement or other; it thus
will always give itself out as an effort for the common good, and never yet has a demagogue or intriguer led a
Folk astray without in some way making it believe itself inspired by patriotic ardour. Thus in Patriotism itself
there lies the holdfast for misguidance; and the possibility of keeping always handy the means of this
misguidance, resides in the artfully inflated value which certain people pretend to attach to "public opinion."

What manner of thing this "public opinion" is, should be best known to those who have its name forever in their
mouths and erect the regard for it into a positive article of religion. Its self−styled organ in our times is the
"Press": were she candid, she would call herself its generatrix, but she prefers to hide her moral and intellectual
foibles—manifest enough to every thinking and earnest observer,—her utter want of independence and truthful
judgment, behind the lofty mission of her subservience to this sole representative of human dignity, this Public
Opinion, which marvellously bids her stoop to every indignity, to every contradiction, to to−day's betrayal of
what she dubbed right sacred yesterday. Since, as we else may see, every sacred thing seems to come into the
world merely to be employed for ends profane, the open profanation of Public Opinion might perhaps not warrant
us in arguing to its badness in and for itself: only, its actual existence is difficult, or wellnigh impossible to prove,
for ex hypothesi it cannot manifest as such in the single individual, as is done by every other noble Wahn; such as
we must certainly account true Patriotism, which has its strongest and its plainest manifestation precisely in the
individual unit. The pretended vicegerent of "public opinion," on the other hand, always gives herself out as its
will−less slave; and thus one never can get at this wondrous power, save—by making it for oneself. This, in
effect, is what is done by the "press," and that with all the keenness of the trade the world best understands,
industrial business. Whcreas each writer for the papers represents nothing, as a rule, but a literary failure or a
bankrupt mercan tile career, many newspaper−writers, or all of them together, form the awe−commanding power
of the "press," the sublimation of public spirit, of practical human intellect, the indubitable guarantee of
manhood's constant progress. Each man uses her according to his need, and she herself expounds the nature of
Public Opinion through her practical behaviour—to the intent that it is at all times havable for gold or profit.

It certainly is not as paradoxical as it might appear, to aver that with the invention of the art of printing, and quite
certainly with the rise of journalism, mankind has gradually lost much of its capacity for healthy judgment:
demonstrably the plastic memory, (13) the widespread aptitude for poetical conception and reproduction, has
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considerably and progressively diminished since even written characters first gained the upper hand. No doubt a
compensatory profit to the general evolution of human faculties, taken in the very widest survey, must be likewise
capable of proof; but in any case it does not accrue to us immediately, for whole generations—including most
emphatically our own, as any close observer must recognise—have been so degraded through the abuses practised
on the healthy human power of judgment by the manipulators of the modern daily Press in particular, and
consequently through the lethargy into which that power of judgment has fallen, in keeping with man's habitual
bent to easygoingness, that, in flat contradiction of the lies they let themselves be told, men shew themselves more
incapable each day of sympathy with truly great ideas.

The most injurious to the common welfare is the harm thus done to the simple sense of equity: there exists no
form of injustice, of onesidedness and narrowness of heart, that does not find expression in the pronouncements of
"public opinion," and—what adds to the hatefulness of the thing—forever with a passionateness that masquerades
as the warmth of genuine patriotism, but has its true and constant origin in the most self−seeking of all human
motives. Whoso would learn this accurately, has but to run counter to "public opinion," or indeed to defy it: he
will find himself brought face to face with the most implacable tyrant; and no one is more driven to suffer from its
despotism, than the Monarch, for very reason that he is the representant of that selfsame Patriotism whose noxious
counterfeit steps up to him, as "public opinion," with the boast of being identical in kind.

Matters strictly pertaining to the interest of the King, which in truth can only be that of purest patriotism, are cut
and dried by his unworthy substitute, this Public Opinion, in the interest of the vulgar egoism of the mass; and the
necessitation to yield to its requirements, notwithstanding, becomes the earliest source of that higher form of
suffering which the King alone can personally experience as his own. If we add hereto the personal sacrifice of
private freedom which the monarch has to bring to "reasons of State," and if we reflect how he alone is in a
position to make purely−human considerations lying far above mere patriotism—as, for instance, in his
intercourse with the heads of other States—his personal concern, and yet is forced to immolate them upon the
altar of his State: then we shall understand why the legends and the poetry of every age have brought the tragedy
of human. life the plainest and the oftenest to show in just the destiny of Kings. In the fortunes and the fate of
Kings the tragic import of the world can first be brought completely to our knowledge. Up to the King a clearance
of every obstacle to the human Will is thinkable, so far as that Will takes on the mould of State, since the
endeavour of the citizen does not outstep the satisfaction of certain needs allayable within the confines of the
State. The General and Statesman, too, remains a practical realist; in his enterprises he may be unlucky and
succumb, but chance might also favour him to reach the thing not in and for itself impossible: for he ever serves a
definite, practical aim. But the King desires the Ideal, he wishes justice and humanity; nay, wished he them not,
wished he naught but what the simple burgher or party−leader wants,—the very claims made on him by his office,
claims that allow him nothing but an ideal interest, by making him a traitor to the idea he represents, would
plunge him into those sufferings which have inspired tragic poets from all time to paint their pic tures of the
vanity of human life and strife. (14) True justice and humanity are ideals irrealisable: to be bound to strive for
them, nay, to recognise an unsilenceable summons to their carrying out, is to be condemned to misery. What the
throughly noble, truly kingly individual directly feels of this, in time is given also to the individual unqualified for
knowledge of his tragic task, and solely placed by Nature's dispensation on the throne, to learn in some
uncommon fashion reserved for kings alone: upon the height allotted to it by an unavoidable destiny, the vulgar
head, the ignoble heart that in a humbler sphere might very well subsist in fullest civic honour, in thorough
harmony with itself and its surroundings, here falls into a dire contempt, far−reaching and long−lasting, often in
itself unreasoning, and therefore to be accounted wellnigh tragic. The very fact that the individual called to the
throne has no personal choice, may allow no sanction to his purely human leanings, and needs must fill a great
position for which nothing but great natural parts can qualify, foreordains him to a superhuman lot that needs
must crush the weakling into personal nullity. The highly fit, however, is summoned to drink the full, deep cup of
life's true tragedy in his exalted station. Should his construction of the Patriotic ideal be passionate and ambitious,
he becomes a warrior−chief and conqueror, and thereby courts the portion of the violent, the faithlessness of
Fortune; but should his nature be noble−minded, full of human pity, more deeply and more bitterly than every
other is he called to see the futility of all endeavours for true, for perfect justice.
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To him more deeply and more inwardly than is possible to the State−citizen, as such, is it therefore given to feel
that in Man there dwells an infinitely deeper, more capacious need than the State and its ideal can ever satisfy.
Wherefore as it was Patriotism that raised the burgher to the highest height by him attainable, it is Religion alone
that can bear the King to the stricter dignity of manhood (zur eigentlichen Menschenwürde).

Religion, of its very essence, is radically divergent from the State. The religions that have come into the world
have been high and pure in direct ratio as they seceded from the State, and in themselves entirely upheaved it. We
find State and Religion in complete alliance only where each still stands upon its lowest step of evolution and
significance. The primitive Nature−religion subserves no ends but those which Patriotism provides for in the adult
State: hence with the full development of patriotic spirit the ancient Nature−religion has always lost its meaning
for the State. So long as it flourishes, however, so long do men subsume by their gods their highest practical
interest of State; the tribal god is the representant of the tribesmen's solidarity; the remaining Nature−gods
become Penates, protectors of the home, the town, the fields and flocks. Only in the wholly adult State, where
these religions have paled before the full−fledged patriotic duty, and are sinking into inessential forms and
ceremonies; only where "Fate" has shewn itself to be Political Necessity (15) —could true Religion step into the
world. Its basis is a feeling of the unblessedness of human being, of the State's profound inadequacy to still the
purely human need. Its inmost kernel is denial of the world—i.e. recognition of the world as a fleeting and
dreamlike state [of mind] reposing merely on illusion (auf einer Täuschung)—and struggle for Redemption from
it, prepared−for by renunciation, attained by Faith.

In true Religion a complete reversal thus occurs of all the aspirations to which the State had owed its founding
and its organising: what is seen to be unattainable here, the human mind desists from striving−for upon this path,
to ensure its reaching by a path completely opposite. To the religious eye (der religiösen Vorstellung) the truth
grows plain that there must be another world than this, because the inextinguishable bent−to−happiness cannot be
stilled within this world, and hence requires another world for its redemption. What, now, is that other world? So
far as the conceptual faculties of human Understanding reach, and in their practical application as intellectual
Reason, it is quite impossible to gain a notion that shall not clearly shew itself as founded on this selfsame world
of need and change: wherefore, since this world is the source of our unhappiness, that other world, of redemption
from it, must be precisely as different from this present world as the mode of cognisance whereby we are to
perceive that other world must be different from the mode which shews us nothing but this present world of
suffering and illusion.(16)

In Patriotism we have already seen that a Wahn usurps the single individual prompted merely by personal
interests, a Wahn that makes the peril of the State appear to him an infinitely intensified personal peril, to ward
off which he then will sacrifice himself with equally intensified ardour. But where, as now, it is a question of
letting the personal egoism, at bottom the only decisor, perceive the nullity of all the world) of the whole
assemblage of relations in which alone contentment had hitherto seemed possible to the individual; of directing
his zeal toward free−willed suffering and renunciation, to detach him from dependence on this world: this
wonder−working intuition—which, in contradistinction from the ordinary practical mode of ideation, we can only
apprehend as Wahn (17) —must have a source so sublime, so utterly incomparable with every other, that the only
notion possible to be granted us of that source itself; in truth, must consist in our necessary inference of its
existence from this its supernatural effect.—

Whosoever thinks he has said the last word on the essence of the Christian faith when he styles it an attempted
satisfaction of the most unbounded egoism, a kind of contract wherein the beneficiary is to obtain eternal,
never−ending bliss on condition of abstinence [or "renunciation "—Entsagung] and free−willed suffering in this
relatively brief and fleeting life, he certainly has defined therewith the sort of notion alone accessible to unshaken
human egoism, but nothing even distantly resembling the Wahn−transfigured concept proper to the actual
practiser of free−willed suffering and renunciation. Through voluntary suffering and renunciation, on the
contrary, man's egoism is already practically upheaved, and he who chooses them, let his object be whate'er you
please, is thereby raised already above all notions bound by Time and Space; for no longer can he seek a
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happiness that lies in Time and Space, e'en were they figured as eternal and immeasurable. That which gives to
him the superhuman strength to suffer voluntarily, must itself be felt by him already as a profoundly inward
happiness, incognisable by any other, a happiness quite incommunicable to the world except through outer
suffering: it must be the measurelessly lofty joy of world−overcoming, compared wherewith the empty pleasure
of the world−conqueror seems downright null and childish.(18)

From this result, sublime above all others, we have to infer the nature of the Divine Wahn itself; and, to gain any
sort of notion thereof; we have therefore to pay close heed to how it displays itself to the religious
world−Overcomer, simply endeavouring to reproduce and set before ourselves this conception of his in all its
purity, but in nowise attempting to reduce the Wahn itself; forsooth, to terms of our conceptual method, so
radically distinct from that of the Religious.—

As Religion's highest force proclaims itself in Faith, its most essential import lies within its Dogma . (19) Not
through its practical importance for the State, i.e. its moral law, is Religion of such weight; for the root principles
of all morality are to be found in every, even in the most imperfect, religion: but through its measureless value to
the Individual, does the Christian religion prove its lofty mission, and that through its Dogma. The wondrous,
quite incomparable attribute of religious Dogma is this: it presents in positive form that which on the path of
reflection (des Nachdenkens), and through the strictest philosophic methods, can be seized in none but negative
form. That is to say, whereas the philosopher arrives at demonstrating the erroneousness and incompetence of that
natural mode of ideation in power whereof we take the world, as it commonly presents itself; for an undoubtable
reality: religious Dogma shews the other world itself; as yet unrecognised; and with such unfailing sureness and
distinctness, that the Religious, on whom that world has dawned, is straightway possessed with the most
unshatterable, most deeply−blessing peace. We must assume that this conception, so indicibly beatifying in its
effect, this idea which we can only rank under the category of Wahn, or better, this immediate vision seen by the
Religious, to the ordinary human apprehension remains entirely foreign and unconveyable, in respect of both its
substance and its form. What, on the other hand, is imparted thereof and thereon to the layman (den Profanen), to
the people, can be nothing more than a kind of allegory; to wit, a rendering of the unspeakable, impalpable, and
never understandable through [their] immediate intuition, into the speech of common life and of its only feasible
form of knowledge, erroneous per se. In this sacred allegory an attempt is made to transmit to wordly minds (der
weltlichen Vorstellung) the mystery of the divine revelation: but the only relation it can bear to what the Religious
had immediately beheld, is the relation of the day−told dream to the actual dream of night. As to the part the most
essential of the thing to be transmitted, this narration will be itself so strongly tinctured with the impressions of
ordinary daily life, and through them so distorted, that it neither can truly satisfy the teller—since he feels that just
the weightiest part had really been quite otherwise—nor fill the hearer with the certainty afforded by the hearing
of something wholly comprehensible and intelligible in itself. If; then, the record left upon our own mind by a
deeply moving dream is strictly nothing but an allegorical paraphrase, whose intrinsic disagreement with the
original remains a trouble to our waking consciousness; and therefore if the knowledge reaped by the hearer can
at bottom be nothing but an essentially distorted image of that original: yet this [allegorical] message, in the case
both of the dream and of the actually received divine revelation, remains the only possible way of proclaiming the
thing received to the layman. Upon these lines is formed the Dogma; and this is the revelation's only portion
cognisable by the world, which it therefore has to take on authority, so as to become a partner, at least through
Faith, in what its eye has never seen. Hence is Faith so strenuously commended to the Folk: the Religious,
become a sharer in salvation through his own eye's beholding (durch eigene Anschauung), feels and knows that
the layman, to whom the vision (die Anschauung) itself remains a stranger, has no path to knowledge of the
Divine except the path of Faith; and this Faith, to be effectual, must be sincere, undoubting and unconditional, in
measure as the Dogma embraces all the incomprehensible, and to common knowledge contradictory−seeming,
conditioned by the incomparable difficulty of its wording.(20)

The intrinsic distortion of Religion's fundamental essence, beheld through divine revelation, that is to say of the
true root−essence incommunicable per se to ordinary knowledge, is hence undoubtedly engendered in the first
instance by the aforesaid difficulty in the wording of its Dogma; but this distortion first becomes actual and
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perceptible, from the moment when the Dogma's nature is dragged before the tribune of common causal
apprehension. The resulting vitiation of Religion itself; whose holy of holies is just the indubitable Dogma that
blesses through an inward Faith, is brought about by the ineluctable requirement to defend that Dogma against the
assaults of common human apprehension, to explain and make it seizable to the latter. This requirement grows
more pressing in degree as Religion, which had its primal fount within the deepest chasms of the world−fleeing
heart, comes once again into a relation with the State. The disputations traversing the centuries of the Christian
religion's development into a Church and its complete metamorphosis into a State−establishment, the perpetually
recurring strifes in countless forms anent the rightness and the rationality of religious Dogma and its points,
present us with the sad and painfully instructive history of an attack of madness. Two absolutely incongruous
modes of view and knowledge, at variance in their entire nature, cross one another in this strife, without so much
as letting men detect their radical divergence: not but that one must allow to the truly religious champions of
Dogma that they started with a thorough consciousness of the total difference between their mode of knowledge
and that belonging to the world; whereas the terrible wrong, to which they were driven at last, consisted in their
letting themselves be hurried into zealotism and the most inhuman use of violence when they found that nothing
was to be done with human reason (Vernunft), thus practically degenerating into the utmost opposite of
religiousness. On the other hand the hopelessly materialistic, industrially commonplace, entirely un−Goded aspect
of the modern world is debitable to the counter eagerness of the common practical understanding to construe
religious Dogma by laws of cause−and−effect deduced from the phenomena of natural and social life, and to fling
aside whatever rebelled against that mode of explanation as a reasonless chimera. After the Church, in her zeal,
had clutched at the weapons of State−jurisdiction (staatsrechtlichen Exeleution), thus transforming herself into a
political power, the contradiction into which she thereby fell with herself—since religious Dogma assuredly
conveyed no lawful title to such a power—was bound to become a truly lawful weapon in the hands of her
opponents; and, whatever other semblance may still be toilsomely upheld, to−day we see her lowered to an
institution of the State, employed for objects of the State−machinery; wherewith she may prove her use, indeed,
but no more her divinity.

But does this mean that Religion itself has ceased ?—

No, no! It lives, but only at its primal source and sole true dwelling−place, within the deepest, holiest inner
chamber of the individual; there whither never yet has surged a conflict of the rationalist and supranaturalist, the
Clergy and the State. For this is the essence of true Religion: that, away from the cheating show of the day−tide
world, it shines in the night of man's inmost heart, with a light quite other than the world−sun's light, and visible
nowhence save from out that depth.(21)—

'Tis thus indeed! Profoundest knowledge teaches us that only in the inner chamber of our heart, in nowise from
the world presented to us without, can true assuagement come to us. Our organs of perception of the outer world
are merely destined for discovering the means wherewith to satisfy the individual unit's need, that unit which feels
so single and so needy in face of just this world; with the selfsame organs we cannot possibly perceive the basic
Oneness of all being; it is allowed us solely by the new cognitive faculty that is suddenly awoken in us, as if
through Grace, so soon as ever the vanity of the world comes home to our inner consciousness on any kind of
path. Wherefore the truly religious knows also that he cannot really impart to the world on a theoretic path,
forsooth through argument and controversy, his inner beatific vision, and thus persuade it of that vision's truth: he
can do this only on a practical path, through example, (22) through the deed of renunciation, of sacrifice, through
gentleness unshakable, through the sublime serenity of earnestness (Heiterkeit des Ernstes) that spreads itself o'er
all his actions. The saint, the martyr, is therefore the true mediator of salvation; through his example the Folk is
shewn, in the only manner to it comprehensible, of what purport must that vision be, wherein itself can share
through Faith alone, but not yet through immediate knowledge. Hence there lies a deep and pregnant meaning
behind the Folk's addressing itself to God through the medium of its heart−loved saints; and it says little for the
vaunted enlightenment of our era, that every English shopkeeper for instance, so soon as he has donned his
sunday−coat and taken the right book with him, opines that he is entering into immediate personal intercourse
with God. No: a proper understanding of that Wahn wherein a higher world imparts itself to common human
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ideation, and which proves its virtue through man's heartfelt resignation (Unterworfenheit) to this present world,
alone is able to lead to knowledge of man's most deep concerns; and it must be borne in mind, withal, that we can
be prompted to that resignation only through the said example of true saintliness, but never urged into it by an
overbearing clergy's vain appeal to Dogma pure and simple.—

This attribute of true religiousness, which, for the deep reason given above, does not proclaim itself through
disputation, but solely through the active example — this attribute, should it be indwelling in the King, becomes
the only revelation, of profit to both State and Religion, that can bring the two into relationship. As I have already
shewn, no one is more compelled than he, through his exalted, well−nigh superhuman station, to grasp the
profoundest earnestness of Life; and—if he gain this only insight worthy of his calling—no one stands in more
need, than he, of that sublime and strengthening solace which Religion alone can give. What no cunning of the
politician can ever compass, to him, thus armoured and equipped, will then alone be possible: gazing out of that
world into this, the mournful seriousness wherewith the sight of mundane passions fills him, will arm him for the
exercise of strictest equity; the inner knowledge that all these passions spring only from the one great suffering of
unredeemed mankind, will move him pitying to the exercise of grace. Unflinching justice, ever ready mercy—
here is the mystery of the King's ideal! But though it faces toward the State with surety of its healing, this ideal's
possibility of attainment arises not from any tendence of the State, but purely from Religion. Here, then, would be
the happy trysting−place where State and Religion, as erst in their prophetic days of old, met once again.

We here have ascribed to the King a mission so uncommon, and repeatedly denoted as almost superhuman, that
the question draws near: how is its constant fulfilment to be compassed by the human individual, even though he
own the natural capacity for which alone its possibility is reckoned, without his sinking under it? In truth there
rules so great a doubt as to the possibility of attaining the Kingly ideal, that the contrary case is provided for in
advance in the framing of State−constitutions. Neither could we ourselves imagine a monarch qualified to fulfil
his highest task, saving under conditions similar to those we are moved to advance when seeking to account for
the working and endurance of everything uncommon and unordinary in this ordinary world. For, when we regard
it with closer sympathy, each truly great mind—which the human generative−force, for all its teeming
productivity, brings forth so vastly seldom—sets us a−wondering how twas possible for it to hold out for any
length of time within this world, to wit for long enough to acquit itself of its tale of work.

Now, the great, the truly noble spirit is distinguished from the common organisation of everyday by this: to it
every, often the seemingly most trivial, incident of life and world−intercourse is capable of swiftly displaying its
widest correlation with the essential root−phenomena of all existence, thus of shewing Life and the World
themselves in their true, their terribly earnest meaning. The naïve, ordinary man—accustomed merely to seize the
outmost side of such events, the side of practical service for the moment's need—when once this awful
earnestness suddenly reveals itself to him through an unaccustomed juncture, falls into such consternation that
self−murder is very frequently the consequence. The great, the exceptional man finds himself each day, in a
certain measure, in the situation where the ordinary man forthwith despairs of life. Certainly the great, the truly
religious man I mean, is saved from this consequence by the lofty earnest of that inner ure−knowledge
(Ur−erkenntniss) of the essence of the world which has become the standard of all his beholdings; at each instant
he is prepared for the terrible phenomenon: also, he is armoured with a gentleness and patience which never let
him fall a−storming against any manifestation of evil that may haply take him unawares.

Yet an irrecusable yearning to turn his back completely on this world must necessarily surge up within his breast,
were there not for him—as for the common man who lives away a life of constant care—a certain distraction, a
periodical turning−aside from that world's−earnestness which else is ever present to his thoughts. What for the
common man is entertainment and amusement, must be forthcoming for him as well, but in the noble form
befitting him; and that which renders possible this turning aside, this noble illusion, must again be a work of that
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man−redeeming Wahn which spreads its wonders wherever the individual's normal mode of view can help itself
no farther. But in this instance the Wahn must be entirely candid; it must confess itself in advance for an illusion,
if it is to be willingly embraced by the man who really longs for distraction and illusion in the high and earnest
sense I mean. The fancy−picture brought before him must never afford a loophole for re−summoning the
earnestness of Life through any possible dispute about its actuality and provable foundation upon fact, as religious
Dogma does: no, it must exercise its specific virtue through its very setting of the conscious Wahn in place of the
reality. This office is fulfilled by Art; and in conclusion I therefore point my highly−loved young friend to Art, as
the kindly Life−saviour who does not really and wholly lead us out beyond this life, but, within it, lifts us up
above it and shews it as itself a game of play; a game that, take it ne'er so terrible and earnest an appearance, yet
here again is shewn us as a mere Wahn−picture, as which it comforts us and wafts us from the common truth of
our distress (Noth). '1 he work of noblest Art will be given a glad admittance by my friend, the work that, treading
on the footprints of Life's earnestness, shall soothingly dissolve reality into that Wahn wherein itself in turn, this
serious reality, at last seems nothing else to us but Wahn: and in his most rapt beholding of this wondrous
Wahn−play (Wahnspiel) there will return to him the indicible dream−picture of the holiest revelation, of meaning
ure−akin (urverwandt sinnvoll), with clearness unmistakable,—that same divine dream−picture which the
disputes of sects and churches had made ever more incognisable to him, and which, as wellnigh unintelligible
Dogma, could only end in his dismay. The nothingness of the world, here is it harmless, frank, avowed as though
in smiling: for our willing purpose to deceive ourselves has led us on to recognise the world's real state without a
shadow of illusion.—

Thus has it been possible for me, even from this earnest sally into the weightiest regions of Life's earnestness, and
without losing myself or feigning, to come back to my beloved Art. Will my friend in sympathy understand me,
when I confess that first upon this path have I regained full consciousness of Art's serenity?

     (1) See Volume vii., "Zukunftsmusik."—Richard Wagner.—Volume III. of the present series. —Tr.

(2) "Gewiss war es aber für meine Untersuchung charakteristisch, dass ich hierbei nie auf das Gebiet der
eigentlichen Politik herabstieg, namentlich die Zeitpolitik, wie sie mich trotz der Heftigkeit der Zustände nicht
wahrhaft berührte, auch von mir gänzlich unberührt blieb." In confirmation of this statement, which has been
disputed by Wagner's enemies and by one so−called "friend," the late Ferdinand Praeger, I may refer to the facts
collected in my little brochure "1849: A Vindication," published in 1892 by Messrs Kegan Paul & Co.—Tr.

(3) "Nicht eher nahmen daher die politischen Bewegungen jener Zeit meine Aufmerksamkeit ernster in Anspruch,
als his durch den Übertritt derselben auf das rein soziale Gebiet in mir Ideen angeregt wurden, die, weil sie meiner
idealen Forderung Nabrung zu geben schienen, mich, wie ich gestehe, eine Zeit lang ernstlich erfüllten. Meine
Richtung ging darauf, mir eine Organisation des gemeinsamen öffentlichen, wie des hauslichen Lebens
vorzustellen, welche von selbst zu einer schonen Gestaltung des menschlichen Geschlechtes führen müsste. Die
Berechnungen der neueren Sozialisten fesselten demnach meine Theilnahme von da ab, wo sie in Systeme
auszugehen schienen, welche zunächst nichts Anderes als den widerlichen Anblick einer Organisation der
Gesellschaft zu gleichmässig vertheilter Arbeit hervorbrachten." As I have been compelled to slightly paraphrase
the first of these sentences, and as there are minor difficulties in the other two, I give all three in the original.—Tr.

(4) Cf. Vol. I., 30−31.—Tr.

(5) Cf. Vol. I., 58.—Tr.

(6) Cf. Letters to Uhlig, pp. 81−82, written October 22nd, 1850.—Tr.

(7) Cf. Vol I., 24, and Vol II., 178.—Tr.
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(8) "Zu schauen kam ich, nicht zu schaffen "—Wotan in Siegfried, act ii. —Tr.

(9) Cf. Vol. II., 186−187.—Tr.

(10) "Wahn−Vermögen." As the word "Wahn" is frequently used in these pages, and is absolutely untranslatable,
I shall mostly retain it as it stands. It does not so much mean an "illusion" or "delusion," in general, as a
"semi−conscious feigning" (such as the 'legal fiction'), a "dream," or a "symbolical aspiration "—its etymological
kinship being quite as near to "fain" as to "feign"; but the context will leave the reader in no doubt as to its
particular application in any sentence. It will be remembered that "Wahn" plays an important part in Hans Sachs'
monologue in Die Meistersinger, act iii; the poem of that drama, containing the Wahn−monologue in a somewhat
more extended form than its ultimate version, had already been published in 1862.—Tr.

(11) Arthur Schopenhauer, in "Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung," vol. ii, cap. 27. The philosopher there
compares the operations of this "animal instinct" with a case of what we now should call hypnotism, and says that
"insects are, in a certain sense, natural somnambulists . . . They have the feeling that they must perform a certain
action, without exactly knowing why." He also compares this "instinct" to the "daimonion" of Socrates, but does
not absolutely employ the expression "Wahn" in this connection. Neither does the "spirit of the race" (or
"species"), mentioned by Wagner a few sentences farther on, occur in so many words with Schopenhauer.
Nowadays for "the spirit of the race" some of us might be inclined to read "the principle of the survival of the
fittest"; but the explanation of its mode of action, through a "Wahn," would hold as good to−day as thirty years
ago.—Tr.

(12) "Von einem allgemeinen Rechtszustande,"—literally, "of a general (or universal) state of right (or law) ;" the
expression seems to refer to the so−called "Balance of power," and may also be paraphrased by the more modern
European concert."—Tr.

(13) "Das plastische Gedächtniss "—evidently the mental record of things in their visual, concrete form, as
opposed to their abstract labels. —Tr.

(14) Cf. Amfortas; at this epoch our author was drafting his Parsifal. —Tr.

(15) Cf. Vol II., 178, 179. Upon coupling the present parallelism with that noted on page 11 antea, it would
appear highly probable that King Ludwig had been studying Part II. of Oper und Drama, and had directed
Wagner's attention to this section—surrounding the &OElig;dipus−Antigone myth—in particular.—TR.

(16) "So weit die intellektualen Vorstellungfäshigkeiten des menschlichen Verstandes reichen, und in ihrer
praktischen Anwendung als Vernunft sich geltend machen, ist durchaus keine Vorstellung zu gewinnen, welche
nicht genau immer nur wieder diese selbe Welt des Bedürfnisses und des Wechsels erkennen liesse: da diese der
Quell unserer Unseligkeit ist, muss daher jene andere Welt der Erlösung von dieser Welt genau so verschieden
sein, als diejenige Erkenntnissart, durch welche wir sie erkennen sollen, verschieden von derjenigen sein muss,
welcher einzig diese täuschende leidenvolle Welt sich darstellt."

(17) "Diese wunderwirkende Vorstellung, die wir, der gemeinen praktischen Vorstellungsweise gegenuber, nur
als Wahn auffassen können" etc. I here have translated the first "Vorstellung" as "intuition," though "idea" is the
word generally employed for rendering the Schopenhauerian term; literally it signifies an image "set before the
mind," and hence any "mental concept," but with a less abstract shade of meaning than "Begriff"—the bare
"idea"; a difficulty arises at times, in the translation of this term, from its connoting not only the "mental picture"
itself, but also the act of forming it.—Tr..

(18) Cf. "Doch wenn der mich im Himmel hält, dann liegt zu Füssen mir die Welt." Die Meistersinger, act ii.—Tr.
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(19) "Wie die höchste Kraft der Religion sich im Glauben kundgiebt, liegt ihre wesentlichste Bedeutung in ihrem
Dogma."

(20) "Und dieser [Glaube] muss, soll er erfolgreich sein, in dem Maasse innig, unbedingt und zweifellos sein, als
das Dogma in sich all' das Unbegreifliche, und der gemeinen Erkenntniss widerspruchvoll Dünkende enthält,
welches durch die unvergleichliche Schwierigkeit seiner Abfassung bedingt war." The obscurity of this
sentence—credo ouia impossibile—will be cleared up in the next paragraph.—Tr.

(21) "Da erdämmerte mild erhab'ner Macht im Busen mir die Nacht; mein Tag war da vollbracht." Tristan und
Isolde, act ii.—Tr.

(22) "Nicht darf sie Zweifels Last beschweren; sie sahen meine gute That." Lohengrin, act ii.—Tr.
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